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Sap Basis Solution Manager
Thoroughly Updated and Expanded! Includes New Coverage on Cloud Computing for
SAP! In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll master the latest updates on SAP,
and discover how to succeed with it in real business and technical environments! Using
this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll learn through practical handson examples and case studies based on SAP’s free demonstration software. Each
lesson builds on what you’ve already learned, giving you a strong real-world foundation
with both the business and technical sides of SAP. Leading SAP architect and
consultant George Anderson starts with the absolute basics…thoroughly covers core
business, reporting, and administration tasks…and takes you all the way to the cutting
edge, including how the cloud might be used to support SAP environments. Step-byStep instructions carefully walk you through the most common SAP tasks. Quizzes and
Exercises at the end of each chapter help you test your knowledge. By the Way notes
present interesting information related to the discussion. Did You Know? tips offer
advice or show you easier ways to perform tasks. Watch Out! cautions alert you to
possible problems and give you advice on how to avoid them. Learn how to… Integrate
various cloud resources into your current-day SAP environments Understand SAP
applications, components, and architecture Obtain and install the trial version of SAP,
step by step Use NetWeaver, SAP ERP, the SAP Business Suite, and other SAP
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applications Select an access method and create user roles and authorizations
Customize your user interface for maximum convenience and productivity Transact dayto-day business, including sample sales order transactions, personnel updates, and
more Work through complex processes, such as “Order to Cash” Query from SAP and
third-party business productivity tools, such as SharePoint Professionally tune,
maintain, and monitor SAP systems Plan and build new SAP applications Prepare for
SAP projects, including technical upgrades and enhancements Develop your career as
a SAP business or technology professional Dr. George W. Anderson, senior architect
and SAP Basis Consultant for Microsoft Services, specializes in designing and
optimizing mission-critical platforms for SAP and other enterprise applications. He’s
passionate about developing architectural patterns and tools capable of enabling the
kind of business agility that IT has been promising for years and businesses today need
more than ever. A certified SAP technical consultant, PMI PMP, and long-time MCSE,
his books include SAP Implementation Unleashed and the popular SAP Planning: Best
Practices in Implementation. Category: SAP Covers: SAP User Level:
Beginning–Intermediate
Die SAP-Anwendung bricht mit einem ABAP-Dump oder einer Fehlermeldung ab, ein
Ausdruck wird einfach nicht ausgegeben, ein Anwender kann seine geplanten Aktionen
aufgrund fehlender Berechtigungen nicht durchführen. Jeder SAP-Nutzer kennt diese
oder ähnliche Situationen, die lästige Verzögerungen nach sich ziehen. Anhand
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typischer, in der täglichen SAP-Praxis auftretender Problemsituationen beschreibt der
Autor, wie Sie Fehlermeldungen verstehen und die für deren Analyse zur Verfügung
stehenden Werkzeuge – allen voran den ABAP-Debugger – einsetzen können. Aus den
zahlreichen angesprochenen Aspekten des SAP-Troubleshootings seien als
Stichwörter etwa die Jobabbrüche in der SAP-Hintergrundverarbeitung, die
Funktionsweise des SAP-Verbuchers (V1, V2, V3) und das SAP-Sperrkonzept genannt.
Außerdem erhalten Sie Hinweise, wie in Zukunft viele der Fehler zu vermeiden sind.
Das Buch richtet sich an alle mit dem SAP-Troubleshooting betrauten BasisAdministratoren bzw. Supportteammitarbeiter. Doch auch Entwickler und technisch
interessierte Key-User sollten genügend Hilfestellungen finden, um selbst in die
Fehleranalyse einsteigen zu können. - technisches Hintergrundwissen zur
Fehleranalyse verständlich erklärt - Werkzeuge für die Bestimmung von
Fehlerursachen - Tipps für die zukünftige Fehlervermeidung - Best-PracticeVorgehensweise anhand von Praxisbeispielen
SAP Solution ManagerPractical GuideRheinwerk PublishingSAP Administration Practical GuideSAP PRESSIT Service Management in SAP Solution ManagerSAP
PRESS
- This is the latest practice test to pass the SAP C_TFIN22_67 SAP Certified
Application Associate - Management Accounting with SAP ERP 6.0 EhP7 Exam. - It
contains 229 Questions and Answers. - All the questions are 100% valid and stable. Page 3/27
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You can reply on this practice test to pass the exam with a good mark and in the first
attempt.
SAP environments are internally integrated with, and through, cloud and hybrid cloud
solutions. This interconnection, both within and external to the firewall, creates a level
of vulnerability that, if exploited, could compromise a company’s intellectual property,
employee and supplier information, and trade secrets. This book breaks down the
application of cybersecurity, as it applies to SAP, into actionable items that can be
communicated and implemented into existing security frameworks. You will understand
why cybersecurity applies to SAP, how it integrates with cybersecurity Initiatives within
an organization, and how to implement a security framework within SAP. This expertly
written guide provides a targeted cybersecurity education for SAP managers,
architects, and security practitioners. The author explores the technical aspects of
implementing cybersecurity policies and procedures using existing tools and available
SAP modules. Readers will gain a solid understanding of what a cybersecurity program
does, what security frameworks are used for, how to assess and understand risk, and
how to apply mitigating controls. By using practical examples, tips, and screenshots,
this book covers: - Cyber risk in the SAP landscape - How to harden security Cybersecurity risk management programs in SA - Risk mitigation for threats
A key question for China is whether it can progress from being a traditional centre of
manufacturing to becoming a centre for innovation. Identifying the current strengths and
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weaknesses of the industry this book defines the challenges for China in its transition
from "Made in China" to "Innovated in China".
Implement a powerful end-to-end SAP administration solution Get peak performance
from your SAP ERP infrastructure using the detailed implementation, maintenance, and
support information in this comprehensive resource. SAP Basis Administration
Handbook, NetWeaver Edition delivers integrated management strategies covering
both ABAP and Java stacks. Discover how to deploy components, accurately size
throughout, configure Oracle databases, back up your system, and repair performance
problems. Career trends, certification requirements, and marketable SAP Basis skills
are also discussed in this practical guide. Essential Skills for SAP Professionals: Plan,
prepare, and install SAP NetWeaver Application Server Set up, configure, and
troubleshoot Java and ABAP stacks Establish server infrastructure and efficiently
balance workloads Incorporate transport management and software logistics Resolve
performance issues and startup problems Access SAP support infrastructure through
SAP Service Marketplace Manage and back up Oracle databases using BR*TOOLS
Perform system copies, stack upgrades, and OS/DB migrations
SAP Basis is a set of useful programs and tools in the SAP landscape. It helps in integration
and administration of the Database, Operating system, Communication protocols and business
applications (such as HR, PP, SD,etc) This book is designed for beginners with little or no prior
SAP Basis experience. Here is what you will learn: Table Of Content Chapter 1: Introduction 1.
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What is Basis? 2. Install SAP GUI (FrontEnd) 3. SAP Instance &SID 4. Sap Architecture
Chapter 2: Client 1. What is Client ? How to Create a New Client 2. Client Copy –
Local,Remote, Import/Export 3. How To Delete a Client Chapter 3: User Authorization 1. How
to Create a User 2. How to Lock/Unlock a User 3. How to Limit Logon Attempts 4. How to set
Password Restrictions Chapter 4: Background Jobs 1. Background Job Processing 2. How to
Monitor a Background Job 3. How to Delete a Background Job Chapter 5: Transport
Management System 1. Introduction 2. How to configure TMS 3. How to configure Transport
Routes and Layers 4. What is Transport Request? How to Import/Export it & check logs?
Chapter 6: Patch Administration 1. Support Package & Stack Updates 2. SAP Kernel Updates
3. SAP System Monitoring & Performance Checks 4. How to trace if an OSS Note is deployed
in your landscape Chapter 7: RFC 1. Introduction to RFC (Remote Function Call) 2. How to
Configure and Test RFC Chapter 8: Data Migration 1. IDOC:Definition, Architecture,
Implementation 2. What is SAP LSMW?
Thoroughly updated and expanded! Includes new coverage on HANA, the cloud, and using
SAP’s applications! In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll get up and running with the
latest SAP technologies, applications, and solutions. Using a straightforward, step-by-step
approach, each lesson strengthens your understanding of SAP from both a business and
technical perspective, helping you gain practical mastery from the ground up on topics such as
security, governance, validations, release management, SLA, and legal issues. Step-by-step
instructions carefully walk you through the most common questions, issues, and tasks.
Quizzes and exercises help you build and test your knowledge. Notes present interesting
pieces of information. Tips offer advice or teach an easier way to do something. Cautions
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advise you about potential problems and help you steer clear of disaster. Learn how to…
Understand SAP terminology, concepts, and solutions Install SAP on premises or in the cloud
Master SAP’s revamped user interface Discover how and when to use in-memory HANA
databases Integrate SAP Software as a Service (SaaS) solutions such as Ariba,
Successfactors, Fieldglass, and hybris Find resources at SAP’s Service Marketplace,
Developer Network, and Help Portal Avoid pitfalls in SAP project implementation, migration,
and upgrades Discover how SAP fits with mobile devices, social media, big data, and the
Internet of Things Start or accelerate your career working with SAP technologies
In this book, a leading expert on SAP performance walks through every facet of tuning and
optimizing mySAP Solutions, and the technology layers underpinning these solutions, to
maximize performance and value. George W. Anderson covers the entire testing and tuning
process: planning, staffing, developing, testing, executing, validating, evaluating ... and acting
on what you've learned. Anderson offers guidance with regard to predicting the impact of
system changes - from new hardware to updated NetWeaver-enabled business processes.
Along the way, he shows how to make the most of countless optimization and monitoring tools
- from free and low-cost technology stack-based utilities to comprehensive, automated SAP
testing suites.
The purpose of this book is to remove the veil of secrecy surrounding SAP upgrade techniques
and concepts, and to provide the user with a detailed description of the steps needed for a
successful implementation. Today more than 12 million people in 120 countries who are
working for 36,200 companies are using SAP on a regular basis. This popular, but very
complex software system must be constantly reconfigured and upgraded to accommodate its
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latest releases. Upgrading SAP provides a complete overview of the process to upgrade from
one SAP release to the next one and explains with detailed descriptions, the use of all relevant
SAP upgrade tools. Along with a technical description of the SAP NetWeaver Application
Server (AS), it also discusses personnel issues and the economic ramifications of such an
upgrade project. Examples in this book are based on various different SAP products and
releases, such as SAP NetWeaver 2004, 2004S (also known as NetWeaver 7.0 and 7.1), and
SAP Business Suite 2005 with SAP ERP 6.0, BI, CRM, SCM, and SRM. Conceived as both a
teaching book and as a reference manual, it covers all the techniques, background information,
notes, tips, and tricks needed for any SAP upgrade project. A CD-ROM accompanies the book
with templates and outlines for the upgrading process, as well as third-party SAP-related
material.
In this IBM® Redbooks® publication, we give an overview of different data management topics
related to a typical SAP® data center. The intrinsic functionality of SAP is not designed to
completely handle all the tasks of a data center by itself, but the SAP system offers several
interface possibilities to attach external tools to it to accomplish this task We explain SAP basic
concepts and the issues with SAP data management. We introduce Tivoli® Storage Manager
and all of its products that are related to SAP data management. We provide some comparison
between database backup and recovery tools. Finally, we discuss data archiving using IBM
DB2® CommonStore for SAP, and discuss high availability requirements and disaster recovery
considerations. The second part of this book discusses a practical implementation of SAP
backup and recovery with Tivoli Storage Manager. We implement this setup on two separate
SAP systems: one running DB2 and the other running Oracle® database. We also implement
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LAN-free backup and FlashCopy® scenarios. In the sample implementation section, we show
many different tasks, such as backup and restore, database recovery, backup monitoring, and
tuning. We also cover some advanced backup/availability considerations, such as split mirror
backup and standby databases. This book helps individuals that operate an SAP environment
to devise a strategy for a sound and comprehensive data backup solution using the IBM Tivoli
Storage Management product family.
SAP can help you capture better information and deliver it more quickly, allowing you to make
better decisions and maximize the business value of everything you do. However, SAP
implementations require massive effort, total buy-in, and significant change throughout the
organization. In SAP Implementation Unleashed, 10 expert SAP project managers, functional
consultants, and technologists guide you through the entire journey, helping you avoid pain
and pitfalls and gain all the benefits of SAP. The authors introduce start-to-finish business,
technical, and project management roadmaps for successful SAP implementation. Then,
drawing on their immense experience, they walk you through the entire process of planning
and deployment—addressing make-or-break issues and hidden gaps that other guidebooks
ignore. You’ll discover how to employ processes, models, and toolsets that help you achieve
implementation excellence while systematically reducing cost and business risk. Along the
way, you’ll find actionable advice and real-world insight into innovative project management,
best-suited leadership, effective load testing, contemporary infrastructure implementation, and
more. George W. Anderson is responsible for providing enterprise applications thought
leadership for the EDS/HP office of the CTO. A long-time SAP consultant and PMI-certified
project manager, George has authored several best-selling books and enjoys new challenges.
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Charles D. Nilson is a senior program manager for EDS/HP and has led many successful SAP
implementation teams over the years. He is a PMI PMP and is SAP Partner Academy certified
in MM and PP. Tim Rhodes is a senior SAP technical consultant for EDS/HP and a
Basis/infrastructure veteran focused on implementing, migrating, and upgrading SAP Business
Suite and NetWeaver solutions. Tim is also an SAP-certified technical consultant, OCP,
MCSE, and HP Master ASE. Detailed Information on How To... Define the business vision
driving your implementation, and use it to design your solution Use TCO techniques to fully
understand SAP’s financial impact in your organization Structure your SAP project
management office, business teams, technical support organization, and overall project team
Size, plan, and test your SAP infrastructure to deliver the best performance and availability at
the best cost Integrate SAP into an SOA environment Install and configure SAP Business Suite
and NetWeaver components Perform basic functional configuration, testing, and change
management activities Enable a smooth transition by successfully performing the critical tasks
that immediately precede SAP Go-Live Choose the right mix of tools and applications to test,
manage, and monitor SAP Prepare your SAP Operations team for its post-implementation
responsibilities
Addresses the field of enterprise systems, covering progressive technologies, leading theories,
and advanced applications.

• Concepts and specifics of DB2/SAP operations• Lifecycle, parameterization,
monitoring, and backup/restore• SAP and DB2 administration tools in action•
Includes information for IBM DB2 10.5 for LUWWhen you're working with IBM
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DB2 for Linux, Unix, and Windows, you're responsible for maintaining the Rolls
Royce of the SAP-certified database systems. This book helps you keep it shiny
and up to speed: you'll find all of the unique, powerful administrator's tools, tasks,
and strategies that IBM and SAP have developed. From setup and sizing to
troubleshooting the database, you'll find the information you need for a smooth
ride.SAP and IBM DB2 for LUW ArchitectureUnderstand how different systems
are structured, and learn how to use data models and SQL queries to design
your database.Getting the Most out of Your SystemSee the results of using
common SAP tools and components in your IBM DB2 for LUW system, including
configuration of SAP NetWeaver BW with DB2 for LUW.Administrative ToolsGet
the database commands, file and storage locations, log files, and tablespaces
you need to effectively manage your system's performance (SAP and nonSAP).Administrative StrategiesFind in-depth discussion of planning for and
managing different sized systems, working with different data loss prevention
options and methods, and more. Manage the LifecycleLearn the steps and tools
you need for everything from planning installation, applying patches and updates,
and performing backup and restore, to uninstalling the system.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the four workshops that were
organized in conjunction with the International Conference on Business
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Information Systems, BIS 2012, which took place in Vilnius, Lithuania, May
21-23, 2012. In addition, the papers from the Future Internet Symposium, which
was organized in conjunction with BIS 2012, are also included. BIS workshops
give researchers the opportunity to share their preliminary ideas and first
experimental results, and discuss research hypotheses with a highly focused
audience. The 24 papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 63
submissions and were revised and extended after the event. The workshop
topics covered applications and economics of knowledge-based technologies
(AKTB), business and IT alignment (BITA), enterprise systems for higher
education (ESHE), and formal semantics for future enterprises (FSFE). In
addition, one invited paper from BITA is also included in this volume.
There are more than 100,000 SAP installations serving more than 12 million
people
Imagine that it’s the 1950s, and you are in charge of developing the U. S.
interstate system. There are countless roads already in use. The system can go
in numerous different directions. Where do you begin? Starting to transform your
business with SAP NetWeaver is that daunting. NetWeaver is both an application
platform and an integration platform. It integrates your current IT systems to
enable portals, collaboration, data management, and development environments.
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To grasp the complexities and possibilities of SAP ASAP, dig in with SAP
NetWeaver For Dummies and explore: MySAP Business Suite SAP Enterprise
Planning Resource (ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Supply
Chain Management (SCM), Human Capital Management (HCM), Product
Lifecycle Management (PLM), Supplier Relationship Management (SRM), and
more Mobile Infrastructure that performs like a universal translator for mobile
interfaces, including laptops, wireless phones, and PDAs Master Data
Management, including using the content consolidation technique to “clean up”
data, master data harmonization to distribute it, and central master data
management to maintain a data repository Web Application Service and
NetWeaver Developer Studio—tools that let you integrate and create your own
customized applications Written by Dan Woods, former CTO of The Street.com
and CapitalThinking, and Jeffrey Word, the Director of Technology Strategy for
SAP, this guide features real-life stories from businesses and examples of typical
uses to help you cut through the complexities and get up and running. It includes
a CD-ROM with: Detailed white papers and product overviews Stores from
customers using SAP NetWeaver today Demos that show SAP NetWeaver in
action A directory of resources for additional information Like that interstate
system, SAP NetWeaver doesn’t have to be integrated all at once. You choose
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the applications that have the most potential to benefit your company’s
operations and bottom line. SAP NetWeaver For Dummies even gives you
recommendations for rolling it out and suggests practical ways to get started and
get quick returns on your SAP investment. Then you’re going full-speed ahead
on the road to success!
Phases of SAP Activate MethodologyKey features 400 PLUS Real-time SAP
Activate & SAP S/4 HANA Interview questions and answers Numerous Tricky
Real-time SAP Activate Case Studies and Demos SAP S/4 HANA-Approach &
Guidelines Explore the application scenarios of SAP Activate SAP Activate
issues and challenges in large-, mid- and small-scale projects and mitigation plan
Digital transformation tips and tricks Intelligent enterprise tips and tricks
Integration of SAP S/4HANA with machine learning intelligence.DescriptionThe
book promises to make you understand and practise the SAP Activate
Framework. The focus is to take you on a journey of all the phases of SAP
Activate methodology and make you understand all the phases with real life
examples, lessons learnt, accelerators and best practices. Well articulation on
how SAP Activate methodology can be used through real-world use cases, with a
comprehensive discussion on Agile and Scrum, in the context of SAP Project.
SAP Activate is an innovative, next generation business suite that allows
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producing working deliverables straight away. SAP Activate Methodology is a
harmonized agile implementation approach for cloud, on premise, and hybrid
deployments for delivering shippable product increments in an iterative and
incremental way.What will you learnYou will get familiar with SAP S4HANA which
is an incredibly innovative platform for businesses that can store business data,
interpret it, analyze it, process it in real time, and use it when it is needed
depending upon the business requirement. This book articulates integration of
SAP S/4HANA with machine learning intelligence, intelligent enterprise tips &
tricks, SAP Geographical Enablement Framework, Agricultural Contract
Management, SAP Activate issues and challenges in large-, mid- and small-scale
projects and mitigation plan, Fit/Gap Workshops, Master Data Management,
Vendor-Managed Inventory, useful Tips & Tricks for successful implementation of
any Greenfield or brownfield, use of Agile, Scrum, Kanban, XP in SAP S/4 HANA
Project and contains 400 PLUS Real-time SAP Activate & SAP S/4 HANA
Interview questions and answers. Who this book is forSAP Consultants, SAP
technical, business analysts, architects, team leads, project Leads, project
managers, account manager, account executives, CEO, CTO, COO, CIO, Sr.
VP, and Directors. Table of contents1. SAP Activate Methodology - Introduction2.
Journey New Implementation (In Cloud)3. Journey New Implementation (OnPage 15/27
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Premise)4. Journey System Conversion for SAP S/4 HANA 5. Journey
Landscape Transformation for SAP S/4 HANA 6. Activate Methodology and SAP
Activate - Top 410 Plus7. SAP S/4 HANA and SAP Activate - Test your
knowledge8. SAP S/4 HANA and SAP Activate - Key TakeawaysAbout the
authorSudipta Malakar is an accomplished IT SAP Project Manager, Program
Manager, Agile Coach with 15+ years of experience in directing SAP DEV teams
in supporting many major fortune 500 clients in multiple large accounts that
include more than 7 years of experience in IT Project/Program & Solution
Delivery Management and 5+ years of experience in Agile as SCRUM Master,
Agile Coach. He is certified Disruptive Strategy professional from HBX Harvard
Business School, USA, Bachelor degree in Technology (B. TECH) in Chemical
Technology from Calcutta University. He is certified Sr. Project Manager in
(Prince-2), CSP(R), CSM(R), KMP, ICP-ACC(R), TKP(R), ITIL, DevOps, ISO,
Lean Six Sigma Black Belt, CMMi.
This practical guide explores the architecture and daily use of SAP Cloud
Connector. Examine key roles and activities for SAP Basis consultants,
developers, and operators. For Basis consultants: receive instruction on
installation and configuration. Troubleshoot challenging configuration tasks for
cloud and on-premise systems and walk through upgrades and API configuration.
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For developers: discover how to set up connections to on-premise systems and
the SAP Cloud Platform, for example, when building an interface or an
application. Learn about available protocols, how to set up mail connections,
and how to work with multiple subaccounts and different Cloud connectors. For
operators: review day-to-day tasks to ensure high-quality delivery of
businesscritical messages. Learn how to best set up alerts and tackle hourly
and daily monitoring. Receive expert guidance on logging, tracking, and tracing.
Walk through a detailed example of a purchase order interface. - Foundations of
SAP Cloud Connector - Basis activities including installation and configuration Developer activities including connection instructions - Detailed inbound RFC
example
This guide provides information for companies on how to plan and organize a
SAP implementation. It includes examples of both new and existing SAP
customer sites which offer tried and proven approaches, scripts and tools to save
time and money.
This book - compiled by software architects from SAP - is a must for consultants,
developers, IT managers, and students working with SAP ERP, but also users who
want to know the world behind their SAP user interface.
Master the SAP product ecosystem, the client environment, and the feasibility of
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implementing critical business process with the required technical and functional
configuration. SAP Project Management Pitfalls is the first book to provide you with real
examples of the pitfalls that you can avoid, providing you with a road-map to a
successful implementation. Jay Kay, a SAP Program Manager for Capgemini, first
takes a deep dive into common pitfalls in implementing SAP ERP projects in a complex
IT landscape. You will learn about the potential causes of failures, study a selection of
relevant project implementation case studies in the area, and see a range of possible
countermeasures. Jay Kay also provides background on each - the significance of each
implementation area, its relevance to a service company that implements SAP projects,
and the current state of research. Key highlights of the book: Tools and techniques for
project planning and templates for allocating resources Industry standards and
innovations in SAP implementation projects in the form of standard solutions aimed at
successful implementation Managing SAP system ECC upgrades, EHP updates and
project patches Learn effective ways to implement robust SAP release management
practices (change management, BAU) Wearing a practitioner’s insight, Jay Kay
explores the relevance of each failed implementation scenario and how to support your
company or clients to succeed in a SAP implementation. There are many
considerations when implementing SAP, but as you will learn, knowledge, insight, and
effective tools to mitigate risks can take you to a successful implementation project.
SAP is the world’s leading enterprise applications provider with software solutions for
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companies of all sizes and industries. Nearly 80% of Fortune 500 companies rely on
SAP to run their inventory management, financials, human resources, purchasing, and
sales business processes. There are numerous job opportunities for all experience
levels and the right approach can fast-track your career. This book is written for
students and professionals aspiring to start a career with SAP as a consultant or users.
This second edition includes interviews with leading SAP professionals with diverse
career paths. This book covers key SAP career topics including: - Fundamentals of an
SAP job search - Interviews with leading SAP professionals in diverse career paths Tips for choosing the right SAP module for you - Important SAP skills & tools
???????ERP????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????
Many large and medium-sized organizations have made strategic investments in the
SAP NetWeaver technology platform as their primary application platform. In fact, SAP
software is used to manage many core business processes and data. As a result, it is
critical for all organizations to manage the life cycle of user access to the SAP
applications while adhering to security and risk compliance requirements. In this IBM®
Redbooks® publication, we discuss the integration points into SAP solutions that are
supported by the IBM Security access and identity management product capabilities.
IBM Security software offers a range of identity management (IdM) adapters and
access management components for SAP solutions that are available with IBM Tivoli®
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Identity Manager, IBM Tivoli Directory Integrator, IBM Tivoli Directory Server, IBM
Access Manager for e-business, IBM Tivoli Access Manager for Enterprise Single SignOn, and IBM Tivoli Federated Identity Manager. This book is a valuable resource for
security officers, consultants, administrators, and architects who want to understand
and implement an identity management solution for an SAP environment.
This book provides administrators, as well as quality and IT managers with an
integrated approach to testing SAP solutions. Reader uncover the theory of testing, as
well as best practices for conducting a testing project and for the implementation of
operation and load tests. Get a detailed description of the most important SAP-related
test tools and discover how the SAP Solution Manager can support you in planning and
implementing large test projects and concrete operation tests. In addition, you'll learn
the ins and outs of eCATT and familiarize yourself with the Coverage Analyzer and the
SAP Test Data Migration Server. Performance tests are covered by the authors in
painstaking detail: Profit from the description of a typical performance test project, and
learn about the different monitoring options including SAP LoadRunner by Mercury. The
authors provide you with comprehensive reports from well know SAP customers for
every essential topic.
Over the last few years, financial statement scandals, cases of fraud and corruption,
data protection violations, and other legal violations have led to numerous liability
cases, damages claims, and losses of reputation. As a reaction to these developments,
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several regulations have been issued: Corporate Governance, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act,
IFRS, Basel II and III, Solvency II and BilMoG, to name just a few. In this book,
compliance is understood as the process, mapped not only in an internal control
system, that is intended to guarantee conformity with legal requirements but also with
internal policies and enterprise objectives (in particular, efficiency and profitability). The
current literature primarily confines itself to mapping controls in SAP ERP and auditing
SAP systems. Maxim Chuprunov not only addresses this subject but extends the aim of
internal controls from legal compliance to include efficiency and profitability and then
well beyond, because a basic understanding of the processes involved in IT-supported
compliance management processes are not delivered along with the software. Starting
with the requirements for compliance (Part I), he not only answers compliance-relevant
questions in the form of an audit guide for an SAP ERP system and in the form of risks
and control descriptions (Part II), but also shows how to automate the compliance
management process based on SAP GRC (Part III). He thus addresses the current
need for solutions for implementing an integrated GRC system in an organization,
especially focusing on the continuous control monitoring topics. Maxim Chuprunov
mainly targets compliance experts, auditors, SAP project managers and consultants
responsible for GRC products as readers for his book. They will find indispensable
information for their daily work from the first to the last page. In addition, MBA,
management information system students as well as senior managers like CIOs and
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CFOs will find a wealth of valuable information on compliance in the SAP ERP
environment, on GRC in general and its implementation in particular.
Demand planning (DP) is an important process for supply chain management (SCM) across
businesses and has a significant impact on the overall efficiency of business operations. With
this book you will learn how to use the SAP ERP system for production planning and supply
chain execution activities and how to use the Advanced Planner and Optimizer Supply Network
Planning (APO SNP) system for supply planning in the network. Using a detailed case study
and screenshots, you will walk through the entire demand planning execution process from
APO DP, to APO BW, and the SAP ERP system using configurations, master data and
transactions in SAP. The authors also provide methodologies and a roadmap for a templatebased SAP global rollout and SAP implementation that is applicable for SAP APO DP. This
expert guide to demand planning execution in SAP APO covers: - The data loading process to
target systems using APO BW - Statistical forecasting, aggregation, and disaggregation of the
demand plan - Product life cycle planning, promotion planning, cannibalization, and consensus
planning - Mass processing methods for releasing and transferring supply and production
planning
• Understand how to process all of your service, problem, and change requests• Get step-bystep configuration instructions for ChaRM and Application Incident Management (the new
Service Desk)• Find practical advice and best practices• Up to date for release 7.1Are you
ready to forever simplify the way your company processes and attends to service requests?
With AIM and ChaRM, SAP Solution Manager provides the functionality you need to do just
that-and this book provides everything you need to know to take advantage of it! You'll find
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both the background and the configuration steps you need to have the major service
functionalities up and sailing smoothly in no time.Comprehensive IntroductionLearn about the
principles of ITSM, and see how you can integrate them holistically into Application Lifecycle
Management and SAP Solution Manager.Major Tools in IT Service ManagementObtain the
background information you need on AIM and ChaRM, understand Incident and Problem
Management, learn how to work with requests for change, and much more.Configuration
StepsFind explicit, functional configuration instructions and screenshots that will help you get
AIM and ChaRM running in your SAP system.Reporting and AnalyticsUnderstand how to use
key KPI-based reporting features and dashboards to monitor progress and status.SAP Solution
Manager 7.0 vs. 7.1Get the nitty-gritty when it comes to differences between SAP Solution
Manager releases. Also, overcome potential trip-ups, and find recommendations and best
practices when upgrading.Highlights Include• Application Incident Management (AIM)•
Change Request Management (ChaRM)• SAP CRM Web UI• Application Lifecycle
Management integration• Roles and responsibilities• End-to-end setup activities• Approval
management procedures• Transport Management System• SAP and non-SAP changes•
Deltas between 7.0 and 7.1• Reporting and analytics• Core and extended ITSM features
No testing means no Go-live! But how do you make sure that your tests are comprehensive
and deliver valid results? This complete guide to test planning and test execution answers all
of your questions. Not only will you learn the basics for a test strategy and a test methodology
that fit the requirements of your solution, you will also understand functionality and usage of all
the tools SAP and their partners provide for testing: Extensive, practical chapters on the most
important tools, SAP Solution Manager and eCATT, as well as substantial coverage of TDMS,
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HP Quality Center, and SAP LoadRunner show exactly how to perform functional and
performance tests. In addition, for each tool you'll find a real-life project report from a well
known SAP customer.For this second edition, the book has been thoroughly revised and
extended by more than 350 pages. New topics include SAP TAO, HP Quality Center, RunSAP,
and SOA testing.
The implementation of a TMS solution is a highly complex and mission critical project. If
executed correctly a good TMS can deliver a number of benefits to the organization in terms of
optimization, greater efficiency, reduced errors and improved revenue through accurate
invoicing. However a number of projects fail to realize these benefits for a host of reasons such
as an incorrect product selection, over customization of the system and lack of detailed
processes. The evaluation and selection of the right transportation management system is a
very critical step in the successful implementation of a TMS product as well as ensuring that
the organization is able to realize the benefits expected from the system. Transportation
Management with SAP TM 9 is a guide for CIO/CXOs evaluating options for various
transportation management solutions available in the market and helps inappropriate decision
making before committing investment. A proven evaluation framework and guidance provided
in the book can help decision makers with product selection and help to create a business
case for management approval and design a future roadmap for the organization. The book
provides a comprehensive understanding of what SAP transportation management is and is
useful for teams involved in TM Implementation and roll outs to ensure preparedness. The
book explains end-to-end freight life cycle processes, functional system landscape,
implementation challenges and post go-live precautions required to optimize investments in
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SAP TM. Transportation Management with SAP TM 9 also acts as a step by step
implementation guide with details of configuration required to set up a TM9 system. This book
also covers the upgrade of SAP TM8 to SAP TM9 which will be useful for existing clients who
are on TM 8. Nonavailability of SAP TM skilled resources is a major challenge faced by
organizations and the book provides a detailed competency building plan along with skill set
requirements to create a competent and trained workforce to manage-transformation.The
current book available in the market on SAP TM is based on Version 6 release which does not
cover air freight processes. Our book covers end-to-end air freight configuration scenarios for
logistic companies.
This book is written keeping in mind the students of SAP production planning, Engineering
undergraduates, Management graduates and working professionals. For lucid understanding
of concepts to the readers, extensive use of screenshots has been made in the book. The
book begins with explaining organizational structure, not only the elements important from PP
point of view, but also those important from MM and SD point of view. After organizational
structure, an entire chapter has been dedicated to configurations required to setup master
data, order type and processes for production planning in discrete industry. Consultants often
face some specific issues while creating certain master data or executing certain processes,
this book also discusses solution to such issues. This book introduces you with the concept of
MRP and essential configuration required for setting up MRP in SAP system. You will also be
guided through two important production strategies – Make-to-stock and Make-to-order –
showing you both end-to-end scenarios in discrete manufacturing with the help of screenshots.
Furthermore, two important types of quality inspection scenarios – Inprocess Inspection and
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Final Inspection – have been shown along with quality management master data setup. The
last chapter is a very important chapter based on ASAP methodology of SAP implementation
providing you guidance through each phase of implementation and equipping you with a good
understanding of business processes and requirements. Thus this book brings you a
knowledge bank covering diverse topics from configurations and production processes to
quality management integration to implementation project.
This book captures and communicates the wealth of architecture experience Capgemini has
gathered as a member of The Open Group – a vendor- and technology-neutral consortium
formed by major industry players – in developing, deploying, and using its “Integrated
Architecture Framework” (IAF) since its origination in 1993. Today, many elements of IAF have
been incorporated into the new version 9 of TOGAF, the related Open Group standard. The
authors, all working on and with IAF for many years, here provide a full reference to IAF and a
guide on how to apply it. In addition, they describe in detail the relations between IAF and the
architecture standards TOGAF and Archimate and other development or process frameworks
like ITIL, CMMI, and RUP. Their presentation is targeted at architects, project managers, and
process analysts who have either considered or are already working with IAF – they will find
many roadmaps, case studies, checklists, and tips and advice for their daily work.
This book explores the Business Process Management cycle in theory and practice, from the
technical as well as the business point of view. Both the ARIS Platform and the methodical
approach of ARIS Value Engineering (AVE) are referred to in detail. More than half of the
articles are case studies. The book offers valuable ideas to companies on how to optimize their
own business processes and thus become more competitive.
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